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The substance of some letters written by an Englishman [J.C. Hobhouse] resident
at Paris during the last reign of the emperor Napoleon, with an appendix John
Cam Hobhouse (baron Broughton.) 1816
Catalogue of the Historical Library of A.D. White Cornell University. Library
1894
Catalogue of the Historical Library of Andrew Dickson White Cornell University.
Library. President White Library 1894 Annotated author catalogue with subject
entries under person and place. Comp. by George Lincoln Burr, W.H. Hudson and
A.V. Babine.
Catalogue of the Historical Library of Andrew Dickson White: The French
revolution Cornell University. Library. President White Library 1894
Recueil Des Cours, Volume 16 (1927/1) Academie De Droit International De La Ha
1972-12-01 The Academy is a prestigious international institution for the study
and teaching of Public and Private International Law and related subjects. The
work of the Hague Academy receives the support and recognition of the UN. Its
purpose is to encourage a thorough and impartial examination of the problems
arising from international relations in the field of law. The courses deal with
the theoretical and practical aspects of the subject, including legislation and
case law. All courses at the Academy are, in principle, published in the
language in which they were delivered in the "Collected Courses of the Hague
Academy of International Law .
Dispatches, Correspondence and Memoranda of Field Marshal Arthur Duc of
Wellington, K.G. Arthur Wellesley Duke of Wellington 1865
The Protection of Minorities European Commission for Democracy through Law
1994-01-01 This publication aims to make the Venice Commission's work in the
field of protection of minorities more available to the public. It includes, on
the one hand, the Proposal for a European Convention on the protection of
minorities, as a reply to the heartfelt need for protection of minorities at
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the European level. The proposal and its explanatory report appear in the first
chapter of the publication. This publication includes, in addition, firstly the
report on the protection of minorities at domestic law level which was drawn up
within the framework of the Venice Commission and secondly the report
concerning the special protection of which minorities can take advantage in
States with a Federal or Regional structure. The report in question was
established on the basis of replies provided by representatives of several
European and non-European States to a questionnaire drawn up by the Commission;
the questionnaire, together with the replies, appears in an Appendix to the
report. Perusal of the replies given by representatives of different States to
the same question allows for a rapid appraisal of the solutions adopted in
national laws to identical problems of protection of minorities. The European
Commission for Democracy through Law considers the question of the protection
of minorities to be one of the most important fields of its activity. (Adapted
from.
Notion of Tolerance and Human Rights Ethel Groffier 1991-11-15 Former
colleagues of distinguished philosopher Raymond Klibansky examine tolerance
from a number of perspectives, including historical roots in Bayle and Locke,
the plea for tolerance in literature and poetry, as well as judicial, cultural
and societal aspects.
Marion de Lorme John J. Janc 2013-04-10 This is a critical edition, or “édition
critique,” of Victor Hugo’s play Marion de Lorme. A critical edition is much
more than a typical scholarly publication of a literary work that only contains
a brief introduction, the text, and endnotes. The in-depth introduction in this
critical edition details the history and genesis of the play from its inception
through its première, as well as a study of the manuscript and of all other
original related documents. It also features a history of the première, the
critical reaction, and an analysis of various nineteenth-century editions of
the work. The actual text of the play contains a critical apparatus that
indicates all modifications of the text made by the author during its
composition. Following the play, there are literary, historical, linguistic,
and critical notes, indexes of all words and proper names, and a bibliography
of works related to the play in question. (Text in French)
Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights / Annuaire de la Convention
Europeenne des Droits de L’Homme A. H. Robertson 2013-04-17 The Committee of
Ministers of the Council of Europe by a Re solution of 6th February I958,
authorised the publication of a Year book of the European Convention on Human
Rights. The present Volume of the Year book is the sixth in the series. The
Yearbook, being prepared by the Directorate of Human Rights of the Council of
Europe, does not involve the responsibility either of the European Commission
or of the European Court of Human Rights. In particular, the summaries of the
decisions of the Commission cannot be quoted against the actual texts of these
decisions. A.H. ROBERTSON Head of the Directorate of Human Rights Preface Par
sa Resolution du 6 fevrier I958, le Comite des Ministres du Conseil de!'Europe
a autorise la publication d'un Annuaire de la Convention europeenne des Droits
de l'Homme. Le present Volume de 1' Annuaire est le sixieme de la serie. Redige
par la Direction des Droits de!'Homme du Conseil de!'Europe, 1' Annuaire n'
engage ni la Commission ni la Cour europeen nes des Droits de!'Homme. En
particulier, les sommaires des decisions de la Commission ne peuvent ~tre cites
a 1' encontre du texte m~me de ces decisions.
Supplementary Despatches, Correspondence, and Memoranda Arthur Wellesley of
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Wellington 1865
Actes Du Sixième Colloque International Sur la Convention Européenne Des Droits
de L'Homme Council of Europe General Secretariat 1988 0.2. Address by Mr M.
Oreja.
The Pamphleteer Abraham John Valpy 1823
Liberalism under Siege Aurelian Craiutu 2003-09-16 Liberalism under Siege: The
Political Thought of the French Doctrinaries is a compelling examination of the
French Doctrinaries, a largely neglected group of liberal thinkers in postrevolutionary France who were proponents of a nuanced sociological and
historical approach to political theory. The first systematic interpretation of
the French Doctrinaries' political writings to appear in English, Liberalism
under Siege combines textual analysis and historical interpretation to explore
the Doctrinaires' ideas on the French Revolution, democracy, political power,
sovereignty of reason, publicity, capacity, and representative government.
Aurelian Craiutu's detailed work is not only an argument for the reappraisal of
the Bourbon Restoration as a golden age of political thought; it is also a
passionate and persuasive addition to contemporary debates about the diversity
of liberalism.
Société fraternelle centrale. Discours du citoyen Cabet [on elections to the
National Assembly, and on Icarian communistic scheme]. Étienne CABET 1848
Pages d'histoire de la Révolution de février 1848 Louis Blanc 1850
Napoléon le Petit Victor Hugo 1853
Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights/Annuaire de la convention
europeenne des droits de l'homme , Volume 6 Volume 6, 1963 Council of
Europe/Conseil de L'Europe 1965-12-01 This volume of the "Yearbook of the
European Convention on Human Rights," prepared by the Directorate of Human
Rights of the Council of Europe, relates to 2001. Its presentation follows that
of previous volumes. Part one contains basic texts and information of a general
nature; part two deals with the European Commission of Human Rights; part three
with the European Court of Human Rights; part four with the Resolutions of the
Committee of Ministers; and parts five and six with the other work of the
Council of Europe in the field of human rights, the situation in the Member
States, and developments within the European Communities. A bibliography and
index are included.
Neophilologus 1919
De la Démocratie en Amérique Alexis de Tocqueville 1864
Histoire de la campagne de 1815 J.B. Charras 1867
Les Hommes de 1848 Auguste Jean Marie VERMOREL 1869
Catalogue of the Historical Library of Andrew Dickson White Cornell University.
Libraries 1894
Annales ... Quatrième session. Congrès de Berne Association Internationale pour
le Progrès des Sciences Sociales (BRUSSELS) 1866
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L'Authenticité, C'est possible ! Jacques Désiré TSALA 2011
Privilege Parliamentaire au Canada Joseph P. Maingot 1997-11-19
Les Principes de 89 et la doctrine catholique. Par un professeur de grand
séminaire [i.e. Léon Godard]. Léon GODARD 1861
Catalogue of the Historical Library of Andrew Dickson White, First President of
Cornell University: The French Revolution Cornell University. Libraries 1894
Napoleon Le Petit Par Victor Hugo Victor Hugo 1852
The Substance of some letters written by an Englishman resident at Paris during
the last reign of the Emperor Napoleon John Cam Hobhouse Broughton 1816
British and Foreign State Papers Great Britain. Foreign and Commonwealth Office
1841
De la justice dans la science hors l'église et hors la révolution Jean
Guillaume César Alexandre Hippolyte de Colins 1860
Bibliotheque Historique, Ou Recueil de Matʹeriaux Pour Servir a L'histoire Du
Temps ... 1818
Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights/annuaire De La Convention
Europeenne Des Droits De L'homme 1978 Directorate of Human Council of Europe
1979-11 This volume of the "Yearbook of the European Convention on Human
Rights," prepared by the Directorate of Human Rights of the Council of Europe,
relates to 2001. Its presentation follows that of previous volumes. Part one
contains basic texts and information of a general nature; part two deals with
the European Commission of Human Rights; part three with the European Court of
Human Rights; part four with the Resolutions of the Committee of Ministers; and
parts five and six with the other work of the Council of Europe in the field of
human rights, the situation in the Member States, and developments within the
European Communities. A bibliography and index are included.
Histoire de la Science Politique Dans Ses Rapports Avec la Morale Paul Janet
1887
The Substance of Some Letters John Cam Hobhouse Baron Broughton 1816
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Retirement Series, Volume 7 Thomas Jefferson
2011-01-10 The 526 documents printed in this volume run from 28 November 1813
to 30 September 1814. During this period Jefferson reviews the extant sources
on the 1765 Stamp Act crisis to aid William Wirt, a Patrick Henry scholar;
records his largely positive impressions of George Washington; and updates a
reading list for law students that he had initially drawn up forty years
earlier. In the spring of 1814 Jefferson becomes a trustee of the Albemarle
Academy, the earliest direct ancestor of the University of Virginia. He is soon
actively involved in planning for its establishment, helping to draft rules for
governance of the academy's trustees and propose funding options, and he lays
out an expansive vision for its future as an institution of higher learning.
Jefferson also exchanges ideas on collegiate education with such respected
scholars as Thomas Cooper and José Corrêa da Serra. Jefferson's wide-ranging
correspondence includes a temperate response to a lengthy letter from Miles
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King urging the retired president to reflect on his personal religion, and a
diplomatic but noncommittal reply to a proposal by Edward Coles that the author
of the Declaration of Independence employ his prestige to help abolish slavery.
Having learned of the British destruction late in August 1814 of the public
buildings in Washington, Jefferson offers his massive book collection as a
replacement for the Library of Congress. The nucleus for one of the world's
great public libraries is formed early in 1815 when the nation purchases
Jefferson's 6,707 volumes. Some images inside the book are unavailable due to
digital copyright restrictions.
Pamphlets 1827
Histoire de la campagne de 1815, Waterloo Jean Baptiste Adolphe Charras 1857
Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights/Annuaire de la convention
europeenne des droits de l'homme , Volume 22 Volume 22, 1979 Council of Europe
1980-09-01 This volume of the "Yearbook of the European Convention on Human
Rights, prepared by the Directorate of Human Rights of the Council of Europe,
relates to 2003. Part one contains information on the Convention. Part two
deals with the control mechanism of the European Convention on Human Rights:
selected judgments of the European Court of Human Rights and human rights (DH)
resolutions of the Committee of Ministers; part three groups together the other
work of the Council of Europe in the field of human rights, and includes the
work of the Committee of Ministers, the Parliamentary Assembly and the
Directorate General of Human Rights; part four is devoted to information on
national legislation and extracts from national judicial decisions concerning
rights protected by the Convention. Appendix A contains a bibliography on the
Convention, and Appendix B the biographies of the new judges elected to the
European Court of Human Rights.
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